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Background 
Living in The Bahamas, an island nation, residents often take the presence of fresh 
water for granted. Instances of natural disasters, like Hurricane Dorian, impresses upon 
us the importance of potable water and the lack thereof. The WASH Curriculum is 
designed to provide students with a solid foundation in understanding the critical 
importance of having adequate supplies of clean, available fresh water for the 
environment, the Bahamian economy, and our quality of life. 


This curriculum offers a national and international perspective on water availability, with 
an emphasis on water availability in island nations, and understanding the challenges 
that these island nations face in addressing water quality and quantity issues related to 
groundwater, wetlands, and aquifers. 


The WASH Curriculum contains 6 core lessons and 6 extension lessons, as well as 
various extension and enhancement activities. All lessons are geared towards students 
of all ages (grades 1- 12), focusing on prescribed relative points in the existing 
Bahamian school curriculum. The activities may be adapted for specific grades, as well 
as for non-formal education programs for ex. FRIENDS After-school clubs and summer 
camps. A pre and post test will be applied to measure effectivity of the curriculum in 
the classroom.


Topics addressed in the curriculum include: the availability and distribution of water on 
Earth (Lesson 1); importance of access to clean, fresh water (Lesson 2); identifying 
sources of fresh water in The Bahamas (Lesson 3); land uses and water pollution 
(Lesson 4); measuring water quality and contamination (Lesson 5); Utilizing the water 
around us (Lesson 6). 


Students are encouraged to explore possible solutions to these challenges including 
pollution prevention strategies, using the scientific method to analyze the subject of 
fresh water availability, personal behavior and product choices, engaging in activities 
that inform their communities, and more. The role of government agencies like Water & 
Sewerage Corporation and environmental stewardship to protect water quality and 
quantity is woven into lessons throughout the unit.
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Lesson Name Context Key Words Activities

1 Availability and 
distribution of water on 
Earth

Students will 
learn how 
much clean 
water is 
available to us, 
different bodies 
of water.

Water Cycle 

Distribution of 
Water 

Fresh Water 

Salt Water 


Make our own 
water cycle

2 Importance of access to 
clean, fresh water  

Students will 
learn the 
scarcity of 
clean fresh 
water on an 
island. We will 
discuss how 
we use water 
both directly 
and indirectly. 

Hygiene

Aquifers

Blue Holes

Limestone


Hand Washing 
Comparison

3 Identifying sources of 
fresh water in The 
Bahamas

Students will 
learn about 
where fresh 
water is found 
in nature and 
how it 
becomes 
available to us 
through other 
sources.

Ground water

Aquifers  

WSC

Rain water

Water mission 

Field Trip: 

1) Blue Hole 

2) WSC 
Pumping 
Station


Create your 
own blue hole

4 Land uses and water 
pollution

Students will 
learn about 
how land is 
utilized and the 
impact these 
various uses 
have on ground 
water. Students 
will also be 
able to identify 
sources of 
pollutants. 

Pollution 

Land Use 

Development 

Agriculture 


Field trip: 
Snake Cay 
Land fill

Farm Visit 


Do a School 
Clean Up 
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5 Measuring water quality 
and contamination

Students will 
learn the 
standards of 
water quality 
for it to be 
considered 
clean. Students 
will also identify 
who protects 
our water 
quality in The 
Bahamas. 

Hard & Soft 
Water

Filtration 

“Would you 
drink this 
water?” Activity 


6 Utilizing the water 
around us

Students will 
learn about 
how we can 
best use water 
that’s available 
to us ie. Rain 
water, salt 
water.

Rain Collection

Precipitation 

Reverse 
Osmosis

Guttering


Take home 
experiment: 
how much 
water do we 
use on a daily 
basis?


Create your 
own guttering 
system model
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PRIMARY SCHOOL 


LESSON 1: Availability and distribution of water on Earth 

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Understand the Earth is made up of land, air and water

• Differentiate among bodies of water on Earth

• Identify a basic water cycle

• Understand that  their are different types of water (salt and fresh and they 

can be found in different forms

2 • Demonstrate understanding that the Earth is made up of land, air and 
water


• Differentiate among bodies of water on Earth (pond, lake, ocean etc.)

• Identify a basic water cycle

• Understand that water can be found in different states 

3 • Understand the composition of Earth and the various states that water 
can be found in 


• Differentiate among bodies of water on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness of the water cycle

• Understand the water cycle and interpret diagrams to explain the 

changes that occur at each phase of the water cycle

4 • Understand the composition of Earth and various states water can be 
found in 


• Demonstrate an awareness of the bodies of water that can be found and 
their salinity 


• Recognize the water cycle, interpret diagrams using appropriate terms 
associated with changes that occur at each phase 

5 • Describe composition of Earth ( ratio) and various states water can be 
found in 


• Recognize the water cycle, interpret diagrams using appropriate terms 
associated with changes that occur at each phase 


• Understand that water can be found underground.

6 • Understand the composition of Earth and various states water can be 
found in


• Demonstrate an awareness of the bodies of water that can be found and 
their salinity 


• Identify water (its various forms and land masses) on maps of Earth

• Recognize the water cycle, interpret diagrams using appropriate terms 

associated with changes that occur at each phase 
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Background Info: 
So, where does all of our water come from? It is true that we can turn a handle and it 
comes running out of a faucet, drinking fountain or hose! But, where was the water 
before that?


Almost three quarters (71%) of the Earth’s surface is covered by water. Unfortunately, 
only a small amount of that water is readily usable for humans, plants and animals. 
Most of the water on Earth, approximately 97%, is salt water that makes up of the 
Earth’s oceans.  The remaining 3% is fresh water, with 2% of that being frozen in 
glaciers, icecaps and snow on mountains which are all inaccessible to us and the 
majority of plants and animals. That leaves approximately 1% of accessible fresh water 
for our use which can be found: stored in pockets in the soil (aquifers), cracks in 
bedrock underneath the Earth’s surface (groundwater) or above ground in streams, 
rivers, lakes, ponds etc. (surface water) as water vapour in our atmosphere.


No one molecule of water stays in a fixed placed, they are always on the move. Water 
is on a continuous journey that never ends known as the Water Cycle. 




Diagram of Water Cycle for Grades 4-6


Activity:  
Lower Primary School: 
Complete Water Cycle Activity Sheet  
Procedure :  
1) Print Out Activity Sheet: The Water Cycle

2) Utilise interactive diagram of The Water Cycle

3) Have students fill out the activity sheet and colour appropriate arrows as part of the 

interaction

See Activity Sheet: The Water Cycle in the Appendix
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Upper Primary School  
Toss The Blue Planet  
Procedure: 
1) Display the inflatable globe in front of the classroom. Ask students what it is, and 

what features they see on the globe.

2)   Ask students to predict how much of the Earth’s crust is covered by the ocean. 

Record their answers somewhere visible to the entire class.

3)   Provide students with a step-by-step overview of the activity: 


A.  We are going to get into a large circle.

B.  We are going to pass the globe back and forth to each other.

C. Each time someone catches the globe, they will tell the class whether their 

pointer finger is on land or the ocean. 

D. Everyone will record each student’s response with a tally mark on the chart 

(page 24) provided. 

E. Once we have completed 100 tosses we are going to figure out, as a class, the 

percentages of time we touched the land and touched the ocean. This will give 
us an estimate of how much ocean covers the Earth’s surface. 


4) Ask for a couple of volunteers to demonstrate in front of the class how to carefully 
toss and catch the globe and determine whether they have touched land or ocean. 


5) Assist students in creating a circle and begin and complete the activity. After the 
designated amount of tosses is complete, have the class determine together the 
percentages of water and land that were touched.


6) Inform students that the actual percentage of ocean that covers the Earth’s surface 
is 71 percent. 


7) Ask students why they think the class result was not exactly 71 percent (if this is 
the case). If their answer was exact, ask students the reason for their result. 


8) Explain to students the basics of probability—the more tosses the class did, the 
more accurate their results would be to represent the ratio of ocean to land. 


See Activity Sheet: Toss the Blue Planet in The Appendix 

LESSON 2: Importance of access to clean, fresh water  

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Understand that all living things have needs and water is one go them.

• Understand that all water is not clean or/ and fresh

• Identify habits that require fresh water that help people stay healthy 

(washing hands, taking baths, drinking water)
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Background Info: 
Do all living things have the same basic needs? All living things have five basic needs 
and water is one of them!


Fresh water is considered one of the most important natural resources despite what we 
may think it is also one of the scarcest. Remember, only about 1% of the water on 
Earth is fresh and accessible for use. This 1% has to be shared among the entire of 
Earth’s human population, animals and plants. 


Fresh water is important for humans in a vast variety of ways. We need fresh water to 
form healthy hygiene habits like washing hands, clothes and dishes etc. Fresh water is 
also essential for the body in humans and animals. Water helps: maintain the balance 
of bodily fluids, control of calories, energise muscles, keeps skin looking good, your 

2 • Understand that all living things (plants and animals) need water

•  State why living things need fresh water

• Understand the importance of fresh water for humans; particularly, 

healthy habits (washing hands, taking baths, drinking water)


3 • Recognize the importance of water to the existence of life on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 

everyday lives

• Understand that access to clean, fresh water is important for our survival 

and fresh water can be scarce; therefore, it must be conserved.


4 • Recognize the importance of water to the existence of life on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 

everyday lives; clean, fresh water is important for our survival

• Understand the presence of naturally existing  fresh water is scarce


5 • Recognize the importance of water to the existence of life on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 

everyday lives; clean, fresh water is important for our survival

• Understand that although water is an unlimited resource, fresh water is a 

limited resource.


6 • Recognize the importance of water to the existence of life on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 

everyday lives; clean, fresh water is important for our survival

• Understand that although water is considered a renewable resource, 

fresh water is a limited resource.
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kidneys and maintain normal bowel function. Water is important for the production of 
food and growth in plants.


Water is an essential part of our lives and we use it more than we think. Aside from the 
direct uses, it is important to think of our indirect uses of fresh water that also puts 
pressure on the resource. Fresh water ecosystems are used to generate electricity, 
irrigation, industry etc.  


The availability of water is a limiting factor for economic and social development. 


Activity:  

Materials:

- Unscented hand lotion

- Edible Cake Glitter

- Paper towel

- Soap and water

- Timer (Primary Timers)


1. Ask everyone who is going to participate in the experiment to wash and dry their 
hands.


2. Give one child a small squirt of lotion and ask them to spread it in a thin layer over 
their hands.


3. Holding their hand over a trash can or sink, sprinkle a pinch of edible cake glitter 
onto the palm of one of their hands (a little goes a long way!). Explain in this 
experiment, the glitter represents germs which we normally can’t see or fee


4. First, have them clap their hands together gently, and see how the glitter transfers 
from one hand to the other. Ask them what they think might happen if they touched 
their face or ate their lunch right now? Where would the glitter germs end up?


5. Next, have them high-five someone else. Ask what they notice about the glitter 
now? What would happen if the glitter was actually germs?


6. Give both participants a dry paper towel, and ask them to try to rub off the glitter. 
What observations do you make?


7. Ask both participants to try rinsing the glitter with cold water. Is it easy or hard to 
remove the glitter? What does that mean for germs?


8. Finally, try washing off the glitter germs with warm water and soap, scrubbing for at 
least 20 seconds. Use a timer to help the kids understand how long 20 seconds is. 
How did that go? Which method was best for removing the glitter germs?
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Background Info: 

In The Bahamas, freshwater resources are a limited resource and are at risk of over-
exploitation. All of our freshwater resources are limited to very fragile freshwater 

LESSON 3: Identifying sources of fresh water in The Bahamas

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Understand the term natural resource.

• Identify water as a natural resource. 

• Understand that water can be found underground. 

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC

2 • Demonstrate awareness that water is a natural resource

• Understand the terms: ground water and blue hole

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC

3 • Understand the term ground water

• Understand and identify a blue hole

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC 

4 • Identify fresh water as a natural resource/ ocean resource through the 
process of desalination 


• Understand and identify a blue hole

• Understand the term ground water

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC and Water Mission

5 • Identify fresh water as a natural resource/ ocean resource through the 
process of desalination 


• Define the term blue hole

• Demonstrate an awareness of ground water

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC and Water Mission

6 • Identify fresh water as a natural resource/ ocean resource through the 
process of desalination 


• Define the term blue hole

• Demonstrate an awareness of ground water

• Identify various sources of fresh water: rain water, blue hole, water 

collected and provided by WSC and Water Mission
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'lenses' in the shallow limestone bedrock, aquifers. An aquifer is underground layer 
where the material contains water.


The ‘freshwater’ found actually comes from rain water, lying on top of the shallow salt 
water as a 'lens', less than 5 feet from the ground surface. Fresh surface water (rivers, 
lakes, streams) is basically non-existent here. Our only real source of fresh surface 
water is in blue holes. Blue holes are caves that are filled with water. The country, 
therefore, relies on a single source of naturally existing freshwater. According to the 
United Nations criteria, fresh water availability is so limited that it is considered 
‘scarce’. Water is considered a scarce resource because it has an available amount 
less than its desired use.




Photo credit: WSC  

Rainfall decreases from north to south throughout the archipelago. The northernmost 
islands ( Grand Bahama, Abaco, Andros) have the largest sources of  freshwater 
resources. The southernmost islands, therefore, have greatly reduced freshwater 
supplies. Inagua, the southernmost island, is practically a desert.

Several scenarios for supplying water exist in the various islands. The main ones 
include: 

	 o Ground water provided via water authority on a large scale

	 o Private water wells

 o Ground water barged from one island to another 

	 o Fresh ground water blended with brackish ground water 

	 o Ground water piped from one island to another by underwater lines 

	 o Desalination (usually RO) 

	 o Water trucking from one part of island to another 

	 o Bottled water for drinking and cooking
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Activity:  
Make your own blue hole Activity  

 
Sawmill sink cross section. Diagram credit: Nancy Albury/National Museum of The 
Bahamas. 


Materials: 
• 2 cups saltwater (uncolored)

• 2 cups freshwater (dyed with blue food coloring)

• Blue food coloring 

• Sediment (can use mud or sand)
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• Bowl

• Blue hole cross section for reference  

Procedure 

1. Students split into two groups, each with their own bowl to build their own blue 

hole

2. Explain to them the different layers of a blue hole. Where does each layer come 

from?

3. Have them pour the substances into a bowl, starting with the sediment, then the 

salt water, then the freshwater. 

4. Does the freshwater float above the salt water? Can you spot the mixing layer of 

brackish water where the fresh and salt water meet?


LESSON 4: Land uses and water pollution

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Identify importance of keeping water resources clean

• Recognize how building can negatively affect different bodies of water

• Learn how reducing, reusing and recycling can help keep natural 

resources clean

2 • Identify how power plants pollute bodies of water

• Recognize how building can negatively affect different bodies of water

• Learn how reducing, reusing and recycling can help keep natural 

resources clean

3 • Recognize ways to prevent pollution 

• Identify sustainable building practices 

• Learn how reducing, reusing and recycling can help keep natural 

resources clean

4 • Identify risk factors of water pollution for our health and how they can be 
reduced


• Learn about different types of pollution 

• Learn how reducing, reusing and recycling can help keep natural 

resources clean

5 • Identify risk factors of water pollution for our health and how they can be 
reduced


• Learn how ocean resources are affected by land use

• Identify how water becomes even more of a limited resource with land 

use such as development
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Background Info: 
Pollutants can come from various sources from daily activities. Washing our car, using 
too much fertilizer in our garden or farms and not disposing of trash correctly can lead 
to them getting in our fresh and salt water resources. Pollutants such as chemicals lead 
to algal growth in the water, which can be especially harmful for ocean ecosystems as 
they can overgrow on coral reefs, preventing them from receiving sunlight that is 
essential for them to survive.  Pollution such as plastic bags and fishing line can also 
affect animals living in ocean ecosystems. Bahamian water resources are especially 
vulnerable to pollution because of such a shallow water table, bad dumping habits, 
limited disposal (dump) sites on an island environment and costly clean up fees. 


There are a number of solutions to make polluted water accessible for public use, but 
most of these methods are costly. However, these procedures are crucial for islands 
such as us in Abaco, who rely mainly on groundwater based on information from the 
Water and Sewage Corporation: 





6 • Identify and compare locations where natural resources are found and 
where large developments are


• Distinguish between air, water and land pollution

• Learn about why water safety of water resources is important both 

during and after a storm
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Activity: “Who pollutes?” 
Materials: 

• Large car container filled with 1 gallon of clean water

• Copy of “Pollution Story”

• 13 film canisters 

• 13 labels for film canisters

• Contents for film canisters:


• Construction site - dry soil

• Leaves - crumpled dry leaves

• Untreated Sewage - yellow water with small pieces of tissue

• Fertilizer - baking soda

• Pesticides - baking soda

• Motor oil - black paint mixed with water 

• Exhaust - vinegar 

• Anti-freeze - blue/green water

• Oil - vegetable oil

• Soapy water - water with soap

• Garbage - pieces of paper/plastic

• Party - trash (pieces of paper/plastic/confetti)

• Fishing line - dental floss 


• Brita filter

• Filter paper 

• Pipettes 

• Sponges 

• Small fish nets 


Procedure: 
1. Fill the canisters with the labeled pollutant. Note: for the colored water canisters, 

you can use food coloring diluted with water. 

2. Set the scene for this story. Tell students that each of them is going to play the role 

of somebody who lives, works or plays close to a water source. 

3. Each student will receive a film canister with pollution inside. We’re going to tell the 

story of how these various pollutants get into the environment and drain down to 
the ocean. We’re also going to see how we can help.


4. In notebooks, have students brainstorm how each pollutant got into the water 
system. 


5. Set out a clear container with one gallon of water in it. Have students sit where they 
can see the bowl of water.


6. Before you begin, have the students look at the container full of clean water, which 
represents the ocean/our groundwater table. Ask if they would drink this water? 
Would they fish in it? Would they swim in it?


7. Ask each student (or groups) how their pollutant got in the water. Have them use 
their imagination (example - we had a party in my backyard and a wind storm came 
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through and blew all the trash in the ocean). At that time, have the students take 
the lid off their respective canister and pour the contents into water. 


8. After each new pollutant is added, ask the students “would you drink/swim/fish in 
this water?”. 


9. Continue having the students add their pollutants to the water.

10. Next, given the tools provided, have students brainstorm how they would clean up 

this water. 

11. Using the ideas from the students and the supplies given, attempt to clean the 

water. 

12. Once all clean-up efforts have been completed, ask the students to compare and 

contrast the water quality through this experience. Point out the difficulty of 
cleaning up a large body of water from pollutants. 


Pollution Story (for help) 

In The Bahamas, tourism is a huge industry that brings in a lot of money for us. The 
bad part of tourism can be the large hotels that are built on our islands, usually right 
near the ocean. As I look out to the ocean, I see pollution in the water from a nearby 
construction site. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?


Nearby gardeners who help clean up properties decided to leave their raked piles 
uncovered at the end of the day without disposing of it properly. Leaves blow into the 
nearby water when a wind storm passes through that night. Would you drink this 
water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?


There was a big rain storm which caused my septic tank to overflow in my backyard. 
The untreated sewage from the septic tank overflowed and sank into the ground, 
seeping into our groundwater systems. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in 
it? Fish in it?


At a local farm, a farmer plants his new crops for the season. He also wants to make 
sure that weeds don’t overgrow around his crops. Runoff from the fertilizer and 
pesticides that he used gets washed into the ocean when it rains. Would you drink this 
water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?


As a boat cruises in the harbour, the captain notices a black trail from his engine. He 
sees that his motor oil and anti-freeze is leaking into the water. He cuts off his engine 
to evaluate the leak. When he turns the engine back on, exhaust bellows out into the 
atmosphere. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?


In our front yard facing the ocean, I am helping my mom change the oil in our car. 
Some of the oil leaked in the driveway when we did this and went in the drain, which 
leads to the ocean. We decided to clean the car afterwards, and the soapy water also 
washed down the drain. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?
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At school, I watched a little boy throw his chip wrapper on the floor instead of in the 
garbage. School is pretty close to the ocean, and the garbage began to blow away. 
Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? Fish in it?


My parents had a big party in our backyard and decided to wait til the morning to clean 
up from it. It was really windy that night and the confetti, trash and leftover food from 
the party ended up in the ocean. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? 
Fish in it?


Dad was teaching me how to fish off the dock one day, and my fishing line got stuck 
on a dock piling. We were in a rush to go inside for lunch, so we just cut the fishing 
line and left the rest in the water. Would you drink this water? Would you swim in it? 
Fish in it?


LESSON 5: Measuring water quality and contamination

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Identify characteristics of clean water

• Learn how rain water runoff can contaminate bodies of water 

• Discover how we use different qualities of water in our daily life ie., 

drinking, washing etc. 

2 • Identify the importance of securing stagnant water properly

• Identify contamination sources that can affect water quality

• Recognize the importance of having clean water for body cleanliness 

3 • Learn how contamination of water can affect all parts of the water cycle 

• Identify conservation practices we can do to improve water quality

• Identify ways to prevent water contamination

4 • Identify conservation practices we can do to improve water quality

• Identify ways to prevent water contamination

• Recognize how contamination is a risk factor to our health

5 • Define vectors and different ways they can contaminate water

• Identify water quality of ocean water resources

• Identify conservation practices we can do to improve water quality

6 • Learn about why water safety of water resources is important both 
during and after a storm


• Identify best practices for water safety in our daily lives

• Learn how water quality is different for different natural resources 
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Background Info: 

Water quality is extremely important in both fresh and saltwater for us in The Bahamas. 
Freshwater is necessary for our survival, so having the best quality of water is essential 
for our comfort and health. 90% of the countries water is found in “freshwater lenses” 
lying atop of the saltwater. The proliferation of shallow water wells around The 
Bahamas can also lead to a decrease in the quality of our ground water. Many shallow 
water wells have been added to the topography of Bahamian land for private use for 
homes, hotels and more. Due to the proximity of these wells to sanitation areas on 
private land, groundwater becomes more vulnerable to risk of contamination. Being an 
island nation surrounded by water, salinity also decreases water quality. If salinity levels 
climb above 1,000 mg/L, groundwater becomes unacceptable for domestic use. There 
are 8 specific threats to quality of our water supply in The Bahamas identified by the 
Water and Sewage Corporation (WSC):


1. Over-abstraction 
Happens when groundwater is pumped at too high of a rate or is pumped from too 
concentrated of an area. Overtime, this can be reversed. 


2. Physical disturbance 
Salt water invasion. Example: Grand Lucayan Waterway on Grand Bahama Island. 
This damage to freshwater sources is typically permanent. 

3. Point-source pollution 
Includes sources of pollution or incidents such as oil spills, leaks etc. Establishing 
good working practices and enforcing regulations can decrease this threat. 

4. Solid waste disposal 
Caused by landfills and illegal dumping and can be considered another form of 
point-source pollution. Educating the public on the effects of illegal dumping, 
designing and constructing a well working landfill and enforcing regulations can 
decrease this threat.  

5. Disposal wells 
Disposal wells, once designed properly could be a solution to the proper disposal 
of liquid waste. However, disposal wells that have been poorly designed, 
constructed or operated lead to a greater threat of pollution to fresh water 
resources. 


6. Septic tanks 
Septic tanks built below the water table, that have been built poorly or are 
improperly managed pose a threat to contaminating water resources. Flooding can 
lead to higher risk of septic tanks posing a threat to contamination.  

7. Abstraction wells 
Incorrect design, location and build of abstraction wells can lead to a threat in 
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water quality. Approving correct designs  

8. Diffuse pollution 
Over wide areas of land due to poor use of fertilizers, pesticides etc. in agriculture 
and golf courses. Controlling product use and establishing good working practices 
can decrease this threat.


Most, if not all of these threats can be controlled and reduced with good working 
practices, law enforcement & regulation and educating the public on the importance of 
keeping our water quality at a healthy level.  


Activity: Water Quality Testing 
Students will learn a basic idea on how to test for water quality by measuring pH, 
temperature and salinity. 


Materials: 
• Backpack Lab water quality testing kit 
• Safety goggles 
• Rubber gloves

• 3 different cups with water; different contaminate in each 

-oil 
-fertilizer 
-detergent 


• 1 cup of purified water.  

Procedure:

1. Split students into 3 groups, with one cup at each group. 

2. Within each group, students will: 


a. Test the water’s salinity using the hydrometer and record their findings in their 
notebooks.  


b. Test the water’s temperature using the blue (non-pH) pHep® 4 meter 
thermometer.  Students should record their findings in their notebooks. 


c. Test the water’s pH using the red pHep® 4 meter.  Students should record their 
findings on their notebooks.


3. While students are testing their cups, test the salinity, temperature and pH of the 
purified water to compare with their results. 


4. Have the class share their findings with each other at the end of the testing. Which 
cup had the worst results? 
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Background Info: 
Water is one of, if not the most valuable natural resource on Earth. Without it, there 
would be no local business or industries in our economy, or even LIFE! We need it to 
survive. In The Bahamas, water is most widely available to us in the form of saltwater, 
but our freshwater source mainly comes from groundwater. 

Some of the main, basic properties of water include: 

1. Water is a universal solvent. This means that it is able to dissolve a wide variety of 

substances. 

2. Water has a high surface tension. What does this mean? The molecules in water 

are very highly attracted to each other because of the atoms that make up water. 
This is what makes water strong enough to hold up light materials that float, such 
as a beach ball. This surface tension also helps water to spread easily through 
areas, such as plant roots when watering plants. 


3. Water can exist in 3 different states of matter: gas, liquid and solid. The gas state of 
water is in the atmosphere as water vapor, the liquid part is what we drink, or what 
we see in freshwater sources such as the top layer of a blue hole, and the solid 

LESSON 6: Utilizing the water around us

Grade Objectives  
 

1 • Understand our natural resources of water in The Bahamas 

• Learn how we can reduce our daily water use and why it’s important

• Identify ways we can reuse water throughout the day ie. Washing dishes 

etc. 

2 • Learn about bodies of water including ponds, lakes, seashore and ocean

• Identify how water can be used for not just humans but plants too

• Learn how water can be used for energy 

3 • Understand importance of water in different states (liquid, gas, solid)

• Learn about bodies of water including ponds, lakes, seashore and ocean

• Identify conservation practices for best utilizing water 

4 • Identify how water reduces risk factors in our health

• Identify how ocean water can be utilized for our benefit

• Understand why conservation of water resources is important

5 • Identify how ocean water can be utilized for our benefit

• Understand why conservation of water resources is important

• Learn best practices for using water efficiently 

6 • Identify ocean resources (water) and desalination practices

• Identify how water can be utilized for renewable/non-renewable energy 

and which is better

• Learn best practices for using water efficiently
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state is ice. Many other substances don’t have this ability to exist in all 3 states as 
easily. They have to undergo a process called super-heating or super-cooling to 
change states. 


4. Water has a high specific heat, which means it can absorb a high amount of heat 
before reaching its boiling point (100 degrees Celcius). This helps regulate the 
Earths temperature. 


These properties of water make it a very useful substance in our everyday lives.

  
Activity: How much water do we use in our daily lives? 
Students will find out how much water we really use in our day to day lives. Activity can 
be used in school or take-home. 


Materials: 
• “How do I use water in my everyday life?” Table

• Pencil

• Coloring pencils to color photos in table 

Procedure: 
1. Split students up in groups of 4-5. 

2. Have them discuss how they use water differently each day. Prompt them with 

questions like “do you use water to drink?, when you shower? To play in at 
home?”. 


3. Have students make a list of the activities that they do daily to use water, following 
this table:


How do I use water in my everyday life? 

Photo Do I do this? 


YES OR NO?

How often?

-Everyday 

-Very often

-Very little

How much water 
do you think this 

uses?

-A little bit of 

water

-A lot of water 

Brush my teeth


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water
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Take a bath


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


Cooking 


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


Flush the toilet


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


Water plants


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water
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	 	 	 	 	 	 HIGH SCHOOL 


Drink water


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


Go swimming


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


Bath my pet


Yes 


No

Everyday


Very Often


Very Little

A little bit of 
water


 
 

A lot of water


LESSON 1: Availability and distribution of water on Earth 

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Demonstrate understanding of basic terms and processes of the water 
cycle


• Use maps to identify bodies of water on Earth; stating its form and 
whether it is fresh or salt water. 


• Explain how water moves on Earth 
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Background Info: 
So, where does all of our water come from? It is true that we can turn a handle and it 
comes running out of a faucet, drinking fountain or hose! But, where was the water 
before that?


Almost three quarters (71%) of the Earth’s surface is covered by water. Unfortunately, 
only a small amount of that water is readily usable for humans, plants and animals. 
Most of the water on Earth, approximately 97%, is salt water that makes up of the 
Earth’s oceans.  The remaining 3% is fresh water, with 2% of that being frozen in 
glaciers, icecaps and snow on mountains which are all inaccessible to us and the 
majority of plants and animals. That leaves approximately 1% of accessible fresh water 
for our use which can be found: stored in pockets in the soil (aquifers), in cracks in 
bedrock ( Limestone or calcium carbonate [CaCO3] makes up the bedrock of our 
Bahamian islands) underneath the Earth’s surface (groundwater) or above ground in 
streams, rivers, lakes, ponds etc. (surface water) as water vapour in our 
atmosphere.


8 • Demonstrate understanding of basic terms and processes of the water 
cycle


• Use maps to identify bodies of water on Earth; stating its form and 
whether it is fresh or salt water. 


• Explain how water moves on Earth 

9 • Demonstrate understanding of basic terms and processes of the water 
cycle


• Use maps to identify bodies of water on Earth; stating its form and 
whether it is fresh or salt water. 


• Explain how water moves on Earth 

10 • Define terms and processes related to hydrologic cycle

• Describe distribution and availability of fresh water on Earth 

• Describe how surface water, in The Bahamas, reaches the ocean and 

returns

• Explain how water exists below the Earth’s surface 

11 • Define terms and processes related to hydrologic cycle

• Describe distribution and availability of fresh water on Earth 

• Describe how surface water, in The Bahamas, reaches the ocean and 

returns

• Explain how water exists below the Earth’s surface 

12 • Define terms and processes related to hydrologic cycle

• Describe distribution and availability of fresh water on Earth 

• Describe how surface water, in The Bahamas, reaches the ocean and 

returns

• Explain how water exists below the Earth’s surface 
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No one molecule of water stays in a fixed placed, they are always on the move. Water 
is on a continuous journey that never ends known as the Water Cycle or Hydrologic 
Cycle. 


Image of Advanced Water Cycle for high school students. 

Activity:  

Toss The Blue Planet Activity 
Procedure: 
1) Display the inflatable globe in front of the classroom. Ask students what it is, and 

what features they see on the globe.

2)   Ask students to predict how much of the Earth’s crust is covered by the ocean. 

Record their answers somewhere visible to the entire class.

3)   Provide students with a step-by-step overview of the activity: 


A.  We are going to get into a large circle.

B.  We are going to pass the globe back and forth to each other.

C. Each time someone catches the globe, they will tell the class whether their 

pointer finger is on land or the ocean. 

D. Everyone will record each student’s response with a tally mark on the chart 

(page 24) provided. 
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E. Once we have completed 100 tosses we are going to figure out, as a class, the 
percentages of time we touched the land and touched the ocean. This will give 
us an estimate of how much ocean covers the Earth’s surface. 


4) Ask for a couple of volunteers to demonstrate in front of the class how to carefully 
toss and catch the globe and determine whether they have touched land or ocean. 


5) Assist students in creating a circle and begin and complete the activity. After the 
designated amount of tosses is complete, have the class determine together the 
percentages of water and land that were touched.


6) Inform students that the actual percentage of ocean that covers the Earth’s surface 
is 71 percent. 


7) Ask students why they think the class result was not exactly 71 percent (if this is 
the case). If their answer was exact, ask students the reason for their result. 


8) Explain to students the basics of probability—the more tosses the class did, the 
more accurate their results would be to represent the ratio of ocean to land. 


See Activity Sheet: Toss the Blue Planet in The Appendix 

Understanding the Water Cycle Activity 
Procedure:

1) Divide the class into groups with each one representing one of the key components 

in the water cycle—precipitation, infiltration, condensation , evaporation, 
transpiration, sublimation and percolation 


2) Hand out poster paper and crayons or markers, and have each group draw a 
picture showing how their process works within the water cycle. 


3)  Instruct them to use their notes and previous websites as resources. When they 
have finished, have the teams arrange their posters on the wall in their designated 
area


4) Ask each team to explain how each of their process works. After their 
presentations, encourage a class discussion, supported by their water cycle model 
or real-world examples. 


LESSON 2: Importance of access to clean, fresh water  

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Demonstrate an awareness  of the importance of water to the existence 
of life on Earth


• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 
everyday lives directly and indirectly


• Understand that although water is considered a renewable resource, 
fresh water is a limited resource.
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Background Info: 

Do all living things have the same basic needs? All living things have five basic needs 
and water is one of them!


Fresh water is considered one of the most important natural resources despite what we 
may think it is also one of the scarcest. Remember, only about 1% of the water on 
Earth is fresh and accessible for use. This 1% has to be shared among the entire of 
Earth’s human population, animals and plants. 


8 • Demonstrate an awareness  of the importance of water to the existence 
of life on Earth


• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 
everyday lives directly and indirectly


• Understand that although water is considered a renewable resource, 
fresh water is a limited resource.

9 • Describe the importance of water to the existence of life on Earth

• Demonstrate an awareness for how much we use fresh water in our 

everyday lives directly and indirectly 

• Understand that although water is considered a renewable resource, 

fresh water is a limited resource.

10 • Explain and appreciate the importance of clean water to humans, plants 
and animals


• Investigate and discuss how much fresh water we use both directly and 
indirectly


• Recognize that water is an increasingly scarce resource in many parts of 
the world, and even our own communities when faced with varying 
scenarios ex. natural disasters

11 • Explain and appreciate the importance of clean water to humans, plants 
and animals


• Investigate and discuss how much fresh water we use both directly and 
indirectly


• Recognize that water is an increasingly scarce resource in many parts of 
the world, and even our own communities when faced with varying 
scenarios ex. natural disasters

12 • Investigate and discuss how much fresh water we use both directly and 
indirectly


• Recognize that water is an increasingly scarce resource in many parts of 
the world, and even our own communities when faced with varying 
scenarios ex. natural disasters


• Understand the role access to clean, fresh water or lack thereof can play 
in the overall health of our communities
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Fresh water is important for humans in a vast variety of ways. We need fresh water to 
form healthy hygiene habits like washing hands, clothes and dishes etc. Fresh water is 
also essential for the body in humans and animals. Water helps: maintain the balance 
of bodily fluids, control of calories, energise muscles, keeps skin looking good, your 
kidneys and maintain normal bowel function. Water is important for the production of 
food and growth in plants.


Water is an essential part of our lives and we use it more than we think. Aside from the 
direct uses, it is important to think of our indirect uses of fresh water that also puts 
pressure on the resource. Fresh water ecosystems are used to generate electricity, 
irrigation, industry etc.


The availability of water is a limiting factor for economic and social development. 


Activity:  

Procedure 
1. Ask students, “How do you think germs are spread? If one person has a cold, how 

can you catch it?” 

2. Students will give many answers: “If you sit next to them,” “if you drink out of their 

cup,” “if they sneeze on you.” Write these down. 

3. Have students develop a chart that will help them score how clean their hands are. 

Divide a piece of paper into four sections. Trace the outline of a hand in each 
section. Now have students use pens or crayons to shade their idea of completely 
dirty, very dirty, dirty, and slightly dirty. Label the completely dirty hand as ++++, the 
very dirty hand as +++, and so on. Use a minus sign ( – ) to represent “completely 
clean.” For consistency, choose one or two students to act as the judge. Other 
students can act as recorders. 


4. Have students construct a data table to record their results. Washer Washing Time 
in Seconds 0 5 10 15 20 Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Average 


5. Cover a workspace with newspaper. Divide students into pairs. One will be the 
hand washer and one will be the timekeeper. 


6. Have the washer put one teaspoon of washable paint on the palm of one hand. 
Spread it evenly over both hands, including the backs of the hands and the skin 
next to and under the fingernails. Allow hands to dry completely (this should take a 
minute or two). Close the paint. 


7. Go to the sink. Place a blindfold over the hand washer’s eyes. Have the washer 
wash just with water for one second. After one second, have the timekeeper blot 
the washer’s hands dry by lightly touching a towel to the skin. Do not rub. Do not 
let the hand washer see his or her hands or give away any hints about how clean 
they are.


8. Have the judge use the chart to judge the cleanliness of the washer’s hands. Enter 
it on the data table. Label this “Water Only.”


9.  Have the washer wash for four more seconds with just water. Again, lightly blot the 
washer’s hands and record their cleanliness. 
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10. Have the washer wash for fifteen seconds more with water. Once again, blot and 
record the cleanliness. 


11. After the first student in each pair has finished and has recorded the scores, have 
the other student in the pair try the same experiment, this time using soap. Use a 
new data table labeled "Water and Soap." 


12. Have students graph their results. Create two graphs showing the average 
cleanliness score at each time interval. One graph will show the results with water 
only. The other graph will show results with soap and water. Put the time on a 
horizontal line going across the page. Mark every number between 0 and 20 
seconds. Put the average cleanliness scores on the vertical line.


LESSON 3: Identifying sources of fresh water in The Bahamas

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Identify the types of resources water is considered and why

• Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas

• Define terms blue hole and aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC and Water 

Mission

8 • Identify the types of resources water is considered and why

• Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas 

• Define terms blue hole and aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC and Water 

Mission

9 • Identify the types of resources water is considered and why

• Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas 

• Define the terms is blue hole and aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC and Water 

Mission

10 • Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas 

• Explain what a blue hole is vs. aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC,  Water 

Mission, Drinking Water Bottling Companies ie. Chelsea’s Choice 

11 • Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas 

• Explain what a blue hole is vs. aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC,  Water 

Mission, Drinking Water Bottling Companies ie. Chelsea’s Choice 
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Background Info: 

In The Bahamas, freshwater resources are finite and vulnerable. All of our freshwater 
resources are limited to very fragile freshwater 'lenses' in the shallow karstic limestone 
aquifers. 



The ‘freshwater’ found is actually derived from precipitation, lying on top of the shallow 
saline water as a lens, less than 5 feet from the ground surface. Fresh surface water 
(rivers, lakes, streams etc.) is basically non-existent here. Our only real source of fresh 
surface water is in blue holes. Blue holes are caves that are filled with water. The 
country, therefore, relies on a single source of naturally available fresh water. According 
to the United Nations criteria, fresh water availability is so limited that it is considered 
‘scarce’. Water is considered a scarce resource because it has an available quantity 
less than its desired use.


Precipitation decreases from north to south through the archipelago. Abaco, being a 
norther island, has an abundance of fresh water resources and the main island is reliant  

12 • Identify various sources of fresh water in The Bahamas 

• Explain what a blue hole is vs. aquifer

• Understand how water is collected and provided by WSC,  Water 

Mission, Drinking Water Bottling Companies ie. Chelsea’s Choice 

DIAGRAM OF AN AQUIFER (WSC)
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on ground water resources.The southernmost islands, therefore, have greatly reduced 
freshwater supplies. Inagua, the southernmost island, is practically a desert.





Several scenarios for supplying water exist in the various islands. The main ones 
include: 

	 o Ground water provided via water authority (Water and Sewage Corporation)

	 	 on a large scale

	 o Private water wells or Ground water barged from one island to another 

	 o Fresh ground water blended with brackish ground water 

	 o Ground water piped from one island to another by underwater lines 

	 o Desalination (usually via Reverse Osmosis) 

	 o Water trucking from one part of island to another 

	 o Bottled water for drinking and cooking


Activity:  
Make your own aquifer activity 

Materials: 

• One, 2 Litter Soda Bottle 

• Plastic Cup 

• 1 Cup of each: soil, gravel, 1” rocks, sand 


IMAGE OF FRESHWATER RESOURCE USE THROUGHOUT THE ARCHIPELAGO 
(WSC)
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• Pin 

• Modeling Clay 

• Water 

• Labels 

• 1 Bottle of Food Coloring 

• 1 Pair of Scissors 

• 1 Ruler 

• One 8 Ounce Cup


Procedure  

1. Take a pin and use it to make many holes in the bottom of a cup. This cup will later 
be filled with water and used to simulate rain over your recharge area.


2.  Cut the top off of the soda bottle and remove the base (leaving 5 inches from the 
bottom). 


3. Flatten modelling clay and place it in the bottom of the soda bottle. Make sure that 
you use the same amount of clay for each container. This represents the 
impermeable layer that stops water from continuing to flow deeper under the 
surface. 


4. Pour one cup of rocks into one soda bottle and pour one cup of sand into another 
soda bottle to form the bottom layer. Note: You can choose different types of 
sediment to fill the bottom layer of your aquifer and have your class predict which 
sediments hold more water. 


5. Pour one cup of gravel on top of the rocks or sand. 

6. Pour one cup of soil on top of the gravel.


Testing Directions  
1. Create a hypothesis that addresses whether gravel will hold more or less water than 

sand. 

2. Explain each layer to the students using the definitions given in the background 

information section. Have students label different areas of the aquifer that include 
the: impermeable layer, saturated zone, unsaturated zone, and surface. 


3. Pour a measured amount of water (example: 8 ounces) into the cup with holes and 
create rain over the top soil layer of the bottle. Have your students point out the 
water table as it rises with rain. Have the students observe and measure the height 
of the water table (from the bottom of the soda bottle to the top of the water table). 


4. Record their results (the height of the water table) on the board (rock vs. sand). 

5. Since equal amounts of sediment and water were added in this experiment, then 

the only variable is the type of sediment added to the different containers. This 
means that the height of the water table is dependent on the type of sediment in 
each container. The container with with the shortest water table height contains 
sediment that is capable of holding more water. This sediment takes up less space 
and must have a higher porosity or permeability than the container with the other 
type of sediment. 
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Conclusion  
• Discuss the results of the experiment and the validity of the hypothesis. 

•  Ask the students how porosity and permeability affect the amount of water that can 

be stored in an aquifer. 

• Encourage the students to brainstorm further experiments that they can conduct to 

determine if porosity or permeability is more influential in groundwater storage. 

• Discuss the importance of groundwater and how people use it. 


LESSON 4: Land uses and water pollution

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Identify and compare locations where natural resources are found and 
where large developments are


• Demonstrate understanding between air, water and land pollution

• Demonstrate understanding of cleanliness between hard and soft water

8 • Explore how our limestone bedrock and water solubility affects our 
groundwater


• Demonstrate understanding of cleanliness between hard and soft water

• Identify daily practices to combat water pollution

9 • Demonstrate understanding of which kind of land use has the most 
affects on water pollution


• Identify sustainable land uses that can combat water pollution

• Demonstrate understanding of how ocean resources are affected by land 

use

10 • Demonstrate understanding of practices to reduce, reuse and recycle in 
The Bahamas specifically


• Identify effects of water pollution specific to sewage, inorganic waste, 
pesticides, agricultural chemicals etc.


• Understand terminology of biodegradable vs. non-biodegradable 
recyclable materials 

11 • Identify the principal use of recycling materials 

• Explore and understand treatment options for sewage in water 

• Classify water pollutants 

• Demonstrate understanding for difference in biodegradable vs. non-

biodegradable recyclable materials

12 • Demonstrate understanding of the principal use of recycling materials 

• Identify an outline for the treatment of water specific to sewage pollution

• Demonstrate understanding of sustainable land use specific to the 

Bahamian economy
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Background Info: 
In The Bahamas, the majority of our freshwater that we utilize is groundwater. 
Groundwater is vulnerable as is, based on our limestone bedrock and therefore risk for 
saline intrusion. However, land uses such as commercial and residential development, 
agriculture and farming can also negatively effect our freshwater source and lead to 
an increase in water pollution. Pollutants can come from various sources from daily 
activities. Washing our car, using too much fertilizer in our garden or farms and not 
disposing of trash correctly can lead to them getting in our fresh and salt water 
resources. Pollutants such as chemicals lead to algal growth in the water, which can be 
especially harmful for ocean ecosystems as they can overgrow on coral reefs, 
preventing them from receiving sunlight that is essential for them to survive.  Pollution 
such as plastic bags and fishing line can also affect animals living in ocean 
ecosystems. Bahamian water resources are especially vulnerable to pollution because 
of such a shallow water table, bad dumping habits, limited disposal (dump) sites on an 
island environment and costly clean up fees.


Inorganic waste usually derives from mineral substances and include items such as 
plastic and glass, whereas organic waste are typically of plant or animal origin, such as 
food waste. Inorganic waste is sometimes non-biodegradable, meaning it does not 
break down, which can lead to an increase in contaminants from the material if left in 
the water source. On the other hand, if an excess of organic waste becomes present in 
a water source, this causes nutrient enrichment, which leads to an increase in natural 
bacteria and decomposer populations. The increase in these populations leads to a 
higher oxygen demand, depleting the oxygen levels in water. 


Despite the pollutants, there has been a trend toward reverse osmosis (desalination) to 
purify groundwater. Although costly due to the equipment needed, it is effect in water 
purification. 
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ABOVE: An example of a reverse osmosis site. Photo credit: WSC  

Activity: Where is our land use in Abaco? 
Materials 
• Large detailed map of Abaco island & surrounding cays

• Colored pencils and/or markers

• Pencil 


Procedure (can be done individually or in groups) 
1. Students will use one color to mark different areas of land use on the map. Land 

use includes but is not limited to: schools, farms, construction sites, dump sites and 
shopping areas.  

2. Students will use another (different) color to mark areas on the map where our 
water resources are found. Including, but not limited to: blue holes, water treatment 
plants, Bahamas Water and Sewage Corporation (WSC), oceans etc.  

3. Students will use another (different) color to draw the connection between which 
land use area affects the water resource that is closest to it. 


4. On the back of the map, write what type of pollutants can possibly come from each 
land use site. Use words such as “runoff”, “oil spillage”, “nutrient pollution”, 
“fertilizers”, etc.


5. Have students highlight areas that has more of a dense source of pollution on the 
map. 


6. DISCUSSION. Discuss what types of/areas of land use is most affecting 
surrounding water sources.  Discussion question prompts:  
-Should the land area surrounding these water sources be protected?  
-Are any of the surrounding areas protected already? (National Parks etc) 
-How does the type of pollutant affect the water quality? Which pollutants are most 
impactful? 


LESSON 5: Measuring water quality and contamination

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Identify best practices for water safety in our daily lives

• Distinguish how water quality is different for hard/soft water

• Recognize threats of contamination to the surface water of natural water 

resources

• Identify companies in The Bahamas responsible for water quality control 

(WSC, Water Mission) 
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Background Info: 
Water quality is extremely important in both fresh and saltwater for us in The Bahamas. 
Freshwater is necessary for our survival, so having the best quality of water is essential 
for our comfort and health. 90% of the countries water is found in “freshwater lenses” 
lying atop of the saltwater. The proliferation of shallow water wells around The 
Bahamas can also lead to a decrease in the quality of our ground water. Many shallow 
water wells have been added to the topography of Bahamian land for private use for 
homes, hotels and more. Due to the proximity of these wells to sanitation areas on 
private land, groundwater becomes more vulnerable to risk of contamination. Being an 
island nation surrounded by water, salinity also decreases water quality. If salinity levels 
climb above 1,000 mg/L, groundwater becomes unacceptable for domestic use. There 
are 8 specific threats to quality of our water supply in The Bahamas identified by the 
Water and Sewage Corporation (WSC):


1. Over-abstraction 
Happens when groundwater is pumped at too high of a rate or is pumped from too 
concentrated of an area. Overtime, this can be reversed. 


8 • Demonstrate an understanding of the difference in water quality for 
purified vs. natural water


• Identify methods of purification for contaminated water

• Discover how water solubility can lead to higher risk of contamination

9 • Demonstrate an understanding of the difference in water quality for 
purified vs. natural water


• Demonstrate an understanding of methods of purification for 
contaminated water


• Discover how water solubility can lead to higher risk of contamination

10 • Demonstrate an understanding of the vocabulary and definitions for each 
phase of the water cycle 


• Use boiling and melting points to identify pure water 

• Explore purification methods of filtration and chlorination 

• Demonstrate understanding of the role of companies such as WSC, 

Water Mission for our water quality 

11 • Explore the effects of soap/detergent on hard vs. soft water

• Understand how contamination of water can effect phases of the water 

cycle 

• Identify how pollutants in our atmosphere can contaminate surface water

12 • Define boiling and melting points of water and demonstrate 
understanding on how they can determine water purification 


• Demonstrate understanding of purification methods of filtration, 
distillation and chlorination 


• Be able to identify locations of companies responsible for water 
purification 
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2. Physical disturbance 
Salt water invasion. Example: Grand Lucayan Waterway on Grand Bahama Island. 
This damage to freshwater sources is typically permanent. 

3. Point-source pollution 
Includes sources of pollution or incidents such as oil spills, leaks etc. Establishing 
good working practices and enforcing regulations can decrease this threat. 

4. Solid waste disposal 
Caused by landfills and illegal dumping and can be considered another form of 
point-source pollution. Educating the public on the effects of illegal dumping, 
designing and constructing a well working landfill and enforcing regulations can 
decrease this threat.  

5. Disposal wells 
Disposal wells, once designed properly could be a solution to the proper disposal 
of liquid waste. However, disposal wells that have been poorly designed, 
constructed or operated lead to a greater threat of pollution to fresh water 
resources. 


6. Septic tanks 
Septic tanks built below the water table, that have been built poorly or are 
improperly managed pose a threat to contaminating water resources. Flooding can 
lead to higher risk of septic tanks posing a threat to contamination.  

7. Abstraction wells 
Incorrect design, location and build of abstraction wells can lead to a threat in 
water quality. Approving correct designs  

8. Diffuse pollution 
Over wide areas of land due to poor use of fertilizers, pesticides etc. in agriculture 
and golf courses. Controlling product use and establishing good working practices 
can decrease this threat.


Most, if not all of these threats can be controlled and reduced with good working 
practices, law enforcement & regulation and educating the public on the importance of 
keeping our water quality at a healthy level.  


Activity: Water Quality Testing 

Materials: 
• Backpack Lab water quality testing kit 
• Safety goggles 
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• Rubber gloves 
• Large buckets with lids 
• Water Quality Results worksheets 
• Pens/pencils 
• Calculators


Teacher Materials:  
Scientists frequently test water quality to monitor geological or ecological changes that 
may be occurring.  By regularly testing water sources in the same area, scientists are 
able to assess whether or not the water quality is normal.  For more information on 
what students will be testing, please refer to the Teacher’s Guide included in the 
Backpack Lab.  A glossary of terms can be found on pages 116-118.  Below are the 
page numbers for overviews of everything the students will be testing for:

• Temperature—pgs. 98-100

• pH—pg. 68

• Salinity—pgs. 80-81

• Turbidity—pgs. 106-107

• Carbon Dioxide—pgs. 26-27

• Alkalinity—pgs. 18-19

• Acidity—pgs. 8-10

• Phosphates—pgs. 74-75

• Nitrites—pgs. 56-57


Procedure: 

1. Introduction: Discuss water quality with the students.  What does water quality 
mean?  How do scientists measure water quality?  What kinds of things do they 
test for?  Why are these things important?  Review what the students will be testing 
for and what these things mean (temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, alkalinity, 
acidity, carbon dioxide, phosphates and nitrites).


2. At first location (either at the beach or blue hole), divide students into four groups.  

a. Have one group test the water’s salinity using the hydrometer and record their 

findings on their Water Quality Results worksheets in parts per thousand (PPT).  

b. Have another group measure the water’s temperature using the blue (non-pH) 

pHep® 4 meter thermometer.  Students should record their findings on their 
worksheet.


c. Have the third group measure the water’s pH using the red pHep® 4 meter.  
Students should record their findings on their worksheet.


d. Have the fourth group measure the water’s turbidity using the Secchi disk. 
Students should record their findings on their worksheet.


e. Note: there are directions for using these tools (hydrometer, pHep® 4 meters and 
Secchi disk) in the Backpack Lab.  They are ½ page laminated sheets titled 
“Field Test Procedures.”   The four needed for this part of the activity are: 
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Density/Specific Gravity (for directions on how to use the hydrometer), 
Temperature, pH and Turbidity.  


f. Make sure to collect one bucket full of water for additional testing back in 
the classroom.  


 

3. Repeat step 2 at alternate location (blue hole or beach; whichever was not tested 

the first time).

 


4. Back in the classroom.  If students have not done so already, give them time to fill in 
their worksheets with their peers’ findings from the field (the groups need to share 
their results with one another so everyone has completed worksheets).


5. Demonstrate chemical water testing for the students by testing the carbon dioxide 
of both water samples (use the water in the buckets that you collected in the field).  
Note: See “Field Test Procedures—Carbon Dioxide” for instructions.  Make sure to 
explain why the containers need to be rinsed with the water being tested and not 
generic tap water (to avoid accidentally testing the wrong water; could skew the 
results).  Have students record the levels of carbon dioxide present in the water 
from the blue hole and from the ocean in mg/L on their Water Quality Results 
worksheets.


6. Pass out safety goggles and rubber gloves to each camper.  Make sure all 
students are wearing proper safety gear before working with any chemicals.  
Stress to students that this is not a “play kit” and that they will be working with real 
chemicals; all safety precautions should be taken. 


7. Divide students back into their four groups.  Have each group measure one of the 
following: alkalinity, acidity, phosphates and nitrites.  Pass out the accompanying 
testing kits and Field Test Procedure worksheets.  Students should follow all 
directions on the Field Test Procedure worksheets. 


8. Have each group share their findings with the rest of the students.  Students should 
pay attention while everyone is presenting and fill in their worksheets with their 
peers’ findings.  When students are explaining their findings, they should also 
include what is significant or important about them (e.g. “these levels are normal” or 
“these levels are much too high, indicating that…”).  


9. Conclusion: Discuss results with the students.  What did they find?  What were the 
significant differences between the water from the ocean and the water from the 
blue hole?  Was anything tested for at an unhealthy level?  What are the 
implications?  Why is water quality important?  What can students do to protect the 
water quality of both fresh and salt water?
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Background Info: 
Water is one of, if not the most valuable natural resource on Earth. Without it, there 
would be no local business or industries in our economy. It is essential for life.  In The 
Bahamas, water is most widely available to us in the form of saltwater, but our 
freshwater source mainly comes from groundwater. 


LESSON 6: Utilizing the water around us

Grade Objectives  
 

7 • Identify how water can be utilized for renewable/non-renewable energy 
and which is better


• Identify the physical properties of water while learning to distinguish 
between hard/soft water 


• Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of having water for 
daily use for activities such as cooking, bathing etc. 

8 • Explore distillation as a method of water purification

• Identify why water solubility is beneficial for daily water use

9 • Explore why The Bahamas cannot use hydroelectricity 

• Explore ways we can use other natural resources (ie. the sun) to better 

utilize water for daily use

• Observe water saving plumbing gadgets that can be installed in our 

homes and schools 

10 • Use the scientific method to hypothesize how much water is needed on 
average for our daily lives


• Demonstrate understanding of water available to us specifically in The 
Bahamas and best practices for use


• Demonstrate understanding for conservation practices of water

• Relate the importance of water around us to the Bahamian economy 

11 • Demonstrate understanding of uses of water for renewable/non-
renewable energy


• Explore companies that have used desalination to utilize ocean water 
and how


• Demonstrate understanding of relationship between clean water and a 
healthy lifestyle

12 • Research the use of and understand the terminology of hydroponics in 
The Bahamas 


• Understand the importance of water to cells 

• Demonstrate importance of protection of natural water resources and 

who is responsible for such in The Bahamas ie. WSC, BNT, FRIENDS etc
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Some of the main, basic properties of water include: 

1. Water is a universal solvent. Water molecules are composed of 2 hydrogen atoms 

and 1 oxygen atom. Hydrogen atoms are negatively charged, whereas oxygen 
atoms are positively charged, giving it what we call a high polarity. This means that 
it is able to dissolve a wide variety of substances, giving it the name “universal 
solvent”.


2. Water has a high surface tension. What does this mean? The molecules in water 
are very highly attracted to each other because of the charges on the hydrogen and 
oxygen atoms. This is what makes water strong enough to hold up light materials 
that float, such as a beach ball. This surface tension also helps water to spread 
easily through areas, such as plant roots when watering plants. 


3. Water can exist in 3 different states of matter: gas, liquid and solid. The gas state of 
water is in the atmosphere as water vapor, the liquid part is what we drink, or what 
we see in freshwater sources such as the top layer of a blue hole, and the solid 
state is ice. Many other substances don’t have this ability to exist in all 3 states as 
easily. They have to undergo a process called super-heating or super-cooling to 
change states. 


4. Water has a high specific heat, which means it can absorb a high amount of heat 
before reaching its boiling point (100 degrees Celcius). This helps regulate the 
Earths temperature. 


These properties of water make it a very useful substance in our everyday lives. 


Activity: How much water do we use in our daily lives? 

Materials:  
• Printed survey sheet: how much water do you use? 

• Internet access to find out per household (https://www.watercalculator.org/)


Procedure:  

1. Each student is handed out a survey sheet to calculate how much water they use.

2. On the back of each sheet, have them begin to brainstorm ways that they can 

perhaps cut on this water usage. 


How much water do I use in my everyday life? 

Activity Times per day Gallons used 
(estimated)

Total gallons of 
water (times per 
day x gallons)

Toilet flushing 5

Brushing teeth 2
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Discussion/alternative activity: Creative ways that you can cut back on water use. 
Materials: 
• Construction paper

• Markers

• Scissors 

• Access to internet (WSC website)


Procedure:  
• Have students split into groups and discuss creative ways they can cut back on 

water usage in their homes, even at school.

• Have them check out useful tips from the Water and Sewage Corporation (WSC) 

about water conservation for help:

-Cover pools to cut down on evaporation

-Turn off the tap when you brush your teeth or shave to save water 
-Inspect all pipes and faucets for leaks. Leaks cause hundreds of gallons to be dripped 
away.  
Find more on their website: http://www.wsc.com.bs/WaterConservationTips.aspx

• Have them create signs that can be hung around school (in the bathrooms, near the 

water fountain etc) to encourage water conservation. If time allows, have them 
present their work. 


Washing clothes 40

Short shower 
(5-10 minutes)

25

Long shower 
(more than 10 

minutes)
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Taking a bath 40

Washing dishes 
(while water 

runs)

30

Washing dishes 
(filling the sink)

10
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Sources of Reference  
• The Water & Sewerage Corporation of The Bahamas.  

Retrieved from http://www.wsc.com.bs/

• US Army Corps of Engineers. Water Resources Assessment of The Bahamas. Dec. 

2004, www.sam.usace.army.mil/Portals/46/docs/military/engineering/docs/WRA/
Bahamas/BAHAMAS1WRA.pdf.
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